Windows 7 migrations:
the complete picture

Abstract

Introduction

Migrating your users and their client computers to Windows 7
is a daunting process—but it is also an opportunity. This white
paper details a proactive migration approach that not only
results in a faster migration, but also enables you to establish a
more standardized environment that will be easier to maintain
and that will enhance user productivity.

About this document
With each new release of an operating system from Microsoft,
there comes the sudden realization by every IT pro that you are
going to need to perform the migration to this new platform.
This is usually followed by several other realizations, such as
how “this app” probably won’t be compatible and “that user”
is going to need his or her specific settings migrated.
So while the end result—a new, more secure and more
productive OS—looks fantastic, getting there is obviously
going to be a challenge.
This document presents a migration strategy for moving
your users and their client computers to Windows 7—a very
proactive approach that will result in a faster migration, a more
standardized environment, and more productive users. This
approach also mitigates the most common risks in a migration,
including user downtime.

The ground rules
But first, we need to establish a few
ground rules—the businesses and
technical realities that we have to
deal with:
•

•

Migrating to
Windows 7 is not
as simple as just
putting in the DVD
and running setup.
•

•

•
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Downtime is unacceptable and must
be minimized. That means, among
other things, that any questions about a
client’s suitability for, or an application’s
compatibility with, the new version of
Windows must be resolved in advance.
Your client configurations should be both
standardized and centralized. This includes
the OS, apps, user configurations, profile
settings, drive mappings and anything else
that makes up your user’s environment.
Standardized does not mean that every
client is the same; every user has his or
her own set of needs. Standardized does
mean that every desktop configuration
(and there will usually be more than one) is
intentionally put into production by IT; that
is, IT is aware of the configuration and has
put a technology in place to implement
the configuration. Centralized means
that the configuration of every client is
created, stored and able to be modified to
update the organization’s definition of a
consistent, secure and functional working
environment.
Having one-off client configurations is
unacceptable. Otherwise, you’ll incur
significantly higher support costs over
the life of the client. Everything should be
standardized (although, as we have
already seen, that does not necessarily
mean identical).
Cramming a standard configuration into
an OS image is not desktop management.
Using an OS image means maintaining your
standard for about one week, until changes
by users or IT alter the configuration. That’s
a small fraction of the three years of an
average client’s lifetime.
Not everything will be perfect. This is a
mandatory, explicit acknowledgement
that the real world is messy. Applications
require Admin privileges to install or
operate, even though we know they
shouldn’t. Some environments need to lock
down removable storage, even though
computers are rarely designed for that.
Malware continues to be a threat, even
though we wish it were otherwise.

Migration process overview
Migrating to Windows 7 is not as
simple as just putting in the DVD and
running setup; there are hardware
and application compatibility issues,
opportunities to establish (or reestablish)
a standard desktop environment, and the
need to keep users productive. In order
to address the issues that go along with
a migration to Windows 7, we’ll focus on
the three key data sets involved:
•
•
•

Operating system
Applications
User state

The migration includes the
followings steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Figure out what applications to move.
Build and deploy the Windows 7 image.
Deploy your applications.
Migrate the user settings .
Maintain the standard after the migration.

The vast majority of organizations will
take the migration as an opportunity
to create an updated desktop standard,
even if that means simply wiping the
old OS and putting a fresh copy of
Windows 7 on the client. So let’s dig a bit
deeper into each of those five steps and
look at a few issues with the traditional
methodology—not the toolset being
used, but the methodology—and how
it will affect your desired outcome of a
standardized desktop.

Step 1: figure out what
applications to move
Introduction
Most organizations realize that this is a
mandatory first step in their migration
—“pre-migration planning,” it’s often
called. This step usually involves
administrators attempting to get
some kind of sensible inventory of
their software and hardware so that
they can see what they’re dealing with.
Even if you have a configuration
management system, this pre-migration
discovery can be difficult, timeconsuming, and inconsistent. CM
systems, being focused on operational
duties, often lack some of the details
that you need during this planning phase.

Instead, it’s more accurate to say that
you need a proper asset inventory
—something slightly different than a
configuration management inventory.
You need to know what hardware
you’ve got on hand, what components
(like RAM and disk) it contains, and
what room is left for upgrading. You
need to know what specific software
applications you have, and you need
to figure out which ones are going to
be compatible with Windows 7 asis, and which are going to require an
upgrade. You’ll need to see how those
applications are licensed, and figure out
what’s going to be needed to bring your
licenses in line with your utilization while
implementing a Windows 7—compatible
version of each application.
Typically, this is going to mean a lot
of digging through users’ machines,
installing apps to see if they run or not,
and weeding through vendor Web sites
for compatibility and update information.
In some organizations, this premigration process can easily take longer
than the migration itself, but it’s a crucial
step toward making sure the migration
itself goes smoothly.

Step 1b: application rationalization
The next step is to rationalize the
applications to ensure that unused,
legacy, non-business, and redundant
applications are retired from use. OS
upgrades are a great opportunity to
reduce the number of products and
versions deployed and supported. An
effective rationalization process can
significantly cut down on the time and
cost to complete the migration project,
and will also help minimize cost and risk
of managing the software estate after
the migration is complete.
This step typically starts with collecting
software usage data and mapping
the applications to the users and
business units that use them in order
to determine application ownership.
Once an application’s owner has been
identified, organizations can then
attempt to find the answers to the
following questions:
•
•
•
•

•

Step 1a: application discovery
The first step in an application migration
project is to discover and identify the
software packages installed and in use
on the network. Asset Manager provides
the perfect functionality for discovering
not only what software is on your
network, but what’s actually being used
and therefore needs to be migrated.
The application discovery process
involves gathering software inventory
and usage data either directly from the
workstations and servers on the network
or by importing inventory and usage
data from an existing source such as
SCCM or Altiris. This inventory data then
needs to be run through a recognition
and normalization process to convert
it from raw inventory data into
consistent and meaningful application
installation data.
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Is the application still being used?
What is the application used for?
Does it serve a critical business need?
Are there other applications being used
within the same business unit or other
business units that serve a similar purpose?
Where can I find the source installation
files? (ChangeBASE uses the source
installation files to perform application
readiness assessments . Note that
ChangeBASE can create installation
packages on the fly for applications whose
source installers cannot be located.)

Once these questions have been
answered, the organization can perform
the rationalization process, which
typically involves the following steps:
1. Retire applications that are no longer used.
2. Standardize applications on the
newest versions.
3. Consolidate applications that perform
similar functions.
4. Remove applications that are not critical
to the business or the user’s job function
(possibly replacing these with a corporate—
approved application that provides similar
functionality).

Asset Manager
discovers not only
what software is
on your network,
but what’s actually
being used.

Step 2:
image and deploy Windows 7
Build a standard image of Windows 7
Building a standard image of Windows
7 and deploying it is one of the
single best steps you can take on the
road to a standardized deployment.
Some organizations have precisely
documented the settings on their
image down to a “this checkbox on
this specific dialog box is unchecked”
level of detail. But don’t include
applications in the image
The key mistake that many organizations
make is placing applications onto this
image. There are a number of reasons
you should not put applications on a
standard image:
•

Testing to ensure
the compatibility
of each of your
applications with
Windows 7 is critical.

•

•

•
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Application conflict—You risk DLLs and
registry entry conflicts later when additional
applications need to be deployed.
Application configuration issues—Not
everyone needs the exact same
applications, or the same application
configuration. If you put applications on
a standard image, you will have to perform
additional post-image steps to “correct”
the configuration issues created by
pre-existing applications.
Changes to the standard desktop—What
you need on the desktop today may not
(and probably will not) be what you need
a year from now. If you place applications
on your image, you are time-stamping the
standard back to “Day 1,” where any new
images will need to start.
OS refreshes—If you need to refresh the
OS configuration for a new set of desktops
some months after building the image, the
applications you installed to the image
may need updating. That means you’ll
have to build a brand-new image instead
of simply making a tweak to the image
and deploying the applications separately.
Most organizations spend an incredible
amount of time and effort on “image
maintenance,” continually re-building new
images to reflect the changing needs of the
organization. It’s inefficient, and a migration
is a good time to re-think the methodology.

The right role of imaging in a
complete migration
The best approach is to build a Windows
7 image that has no applications and use
a separate solution (even if it is Group
Policy) to deploy your applications.
The result? A standardized OS (and OS
only!) that is ready to accept whatever
the standardized set of applications
and configurations are that meet the
business goals today, not when the
image was built.
For example, assume it is two years
into your most recent desktop refresh.
Now you need to re-image a particular
client computer, and it needs to have
Office 2015 (or whatever future version
comes out) on it. If two years ago you
built a clean image of Windows 7 with
no applications, the installation of Office
2015 (or whatever) could be automated
and configured according to spec. If, on
the other hand, you built your Windows
7 image with Office 2010 included in it,
you must deploy the image to the new
client and then uninstall or upgrade
Office—an unwelcome extra step.
Multiply that effort across a range of
applications and you can imagine what a
lot of work that would be.

Step 3: deploy applications
You cannot simply assume your old
applications will work properly in
Windows 7. Therefore, application
deployment involves four sub-steps:
a. Test your applications.
b. Package your applications.
c. Deploy your applications.
d. Make sure your
applications work.

Step 3a: test your applications.
Test applications for compatibility
with Windows 7
Testing to ensure the compatibility of
each of your applications with Windows
7 is critical. You can pretty much skip
testing the latest version of Office with
Windows 7 since that has already been

done for you by Microsoft, but other
applications may not “play well” with
Windows 7. There are a few things you
can do to test your applications with
Windows 7:
•

•

•

•

Look for a list of compatible apps.—
Try Microsoft’s Windows 7
Compatibility Center.
Try it out.—An obvious and timeconsuming choice, but a viable one, is to
install your application and see how it runs
on Windows 7. Be sure to test the app using
any of the impressive ten compatibility
modes Windows 7 supports as well;
Microsoft has taken steps to make apps as
compatible as possible. This is probably
the best way to test an application’s
compatibility, although it can be incredibly
time—consuming—but we’ll have a
suggestion for improving that in a moment.
Use some of the tools in Microsoft’s
Application Compatibility Toolkit
(ACT).—This toolkit specifically addresses
the compatibility of the installation,
configuration and security needs of an
application to determine whether it will
work. Information on ACT can be found
at http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
windows/aa905066.aspx.
When all else fails, use XP Mode.—XP
mode uses an embedded Windows XP

virtual PC session running on Windows 7
to actually run the app, but it presents only
the app, not the entire virtual desktop, to
the end user. The user interacts with just
the (functioning) app like any other and are
unaware of the virtual technology under
the hood to make it happen, as shown
in Figure 1. Keep in mind that this isn’t
necessarily a permanent solution; it lets you
use an older, non-compatible application,
but you should try to find a compatible
version to deploy. XP mode uses Windows
XP, which is already past its primary support
lifecycle and is rapidly entering “out of
support” entirely.

Test applications for compatibility with
each other
You need to place equal importance
on ensuring your applications play well
with each other. The application issues
mentioned earlier, including DLL or
registry entry conflicts, require that you
test each application you deploy with
every other application it may potentially
coexist with.
While that sounds impossible, it isn’t.
MSI Studio maintains a repository of
all packaged MSIs and completely
automates the process of validating the

Figure 1: XP mode presents apps running in a virtual PC as part of the
Windows 7 desktop.
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You need to place
equal importance
on ensuring your
applications play
well with each other.

compatibility of a new application with
one or more of the applications already
in the repository, as shown in Figure 2:

ChangeBASE
goes further than
simply installing
an application to
see if it launches.

Automated application testing
For a truly thorough application-testing
experience, you can use an automated
application readiness suite, such as
ChangeBASE. Designed specifically to
assist with application compatibility,
ChangeBASE goes further than simply
installing an application to see if it
launches, and deeper than relying
wholly on vendor statements about
compatibility. Instead, ChangeBASE
automates a complete application test
suite, actually using the application
and developing a catalog of potential
incompatibilities. This catalog not
only helps you identify potentially
problematic applications, but also
forwards feedback to the application’s
vendor or developers for potential
mitigation.

Step 3b: package your applications.
To ensure a consistent deployment of
applications, keep in mind the following
requirements for packaging (and in
some cases, re-packaging) application
installs:
•

•

•

Application installs must be silent,
requiring no user interaction.—You
certainly do not want users to be
responsible for configuring their own apps,
and you don’t want to “sneaker-net” to
each machine to press Next a dozen
times either!
The configuration of the install must be
consistent.—This is accomplished by the
installation either being self-contained
within the MSI or accessed via a transform
(MST) file.
The install must be able to run with
elevated privileges, if required.—Users
should be granted only the most restrictive
permissions that still allow them to
accomplish required tasks. This can be an
issue if an installation of an app requires
elevated privileges. Windows 7’s User
Access Control (UAC) addresses this on

Figure 2: Testing applications for conflicts with MSI Studio
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the desktop side by prompting for elevated
credentials. However, the need for elevated
credentials must be identified by the
application itself so UAC is aware.

MSI Studio is a powerful tool that can
package legacy apps that have no MSI,
re-package existing MSIs, and even
compare two MSIs to generate an MST
file. Figure 3 shows the Installation
Properties IQ View, where you are
able to establish the elevated privilege
requirement for UAC. Also note the
other IQ View elements available on the
left side that make the modification of
MSI packages a simple task.
Another Dell solution, Privilege Manager,
can help with applications that require
administrative privileges either to install
(which is still a common scenario) or
to run properly (less common, but still
out there). Privilege Manager gives
you a centralized means of controlling,
assigning, monitoring, and reporting
on the use of raised privileges. With
it, end users can be given the exact
additional privileges they need—such
as administrator rights for a specific

application—without any abilities beyond
that exact need.

Step 3c: deploy your applications.
Ensuring a solid deployment
Today, most organizations deploy apps
either manually on a one-off basis or
using Group Policy or logon scripts.
A solid deployment strategy has the
following characteristics:
•
•

•
•

•

Silent, consistent and privileged—See the
rationale in the previous section.
Automated—You should not be
relying on “sneaker-net” to get the
deployment accomplished.
Selective—Applications should only be
deployed to those users that require them
Distributed—Deployments should utilize
a distribution network of servers to ensure
the closest installation point (preferably on
the same network) is used.
Centralized—Keeping the management of
your application deployment centralized
will allow you to maintain the standard
desktop throughout the desktop lifecycle

.

Figure 3: Modifying the UAC elevated privileges requirements
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Privilege Manager
centralizes
controlling,
assigning,
monitoring,
and reporting of
raised privileges.

The hard part: targeting applications to
subsets of the user population
Most of these characteristics can be
achieved by using an MSI packaging
solution and either Group Policy or
multiple installation points. But that’s not
the hard part. The greatest challenge is
ensuring that each user gets only the
appropriate applications—for example,
deploying the Payroll application to just
the right 35 users who need it, instead of
to all 1,000 users in the organization.
Neither Group Policy nor logon scripts is
a viable approach to granularly selecting
groups of users:
•

Desktop Authority
provides
unparalleled
granularity in its
ability to selectively
deploy applications.

•

Group Policy objects are limited to six basic
criteria you can use within the GUI: domain,
Active Directory site, user, group, and
organizational unit (OU). This means you
will either need to create “yet another group”
as you did back in the NT days, or the more
modern “yet another OU” in AD. That simply
is not a good answer.
Logon scripts, depending on the scripting
language you use, are far more robust in
their ability to granularly select sets of users
based on a much higher number of criteria.
The problem with scripts is you need to
write, test, debug, sandbox, test again and
then finally deploy them. That’s a lot of your
time spent working just to get the Payroll
app out to 35 users.

Desktop Authority provides unparalleled
granularity in its ability to selectively
deploy applications. Desktop Authority’s
patented Validation Logic technology
offers 50 different criteria, ranging from
client OS to group affiliation to use within
a virtual machine to time ranges. Boolean
operators (OR and AND statements)
make these Validation Logic elements
exponentially more granular, providing
essentially 50n levels of granularity,
where n represents the number of
validation logic elements you want to add
to narrow the focus to only the specific
users needing the particular application.
Desktop Authority also incorporates a
distributed MSI repository on each server
hosting its Update Service. As shown in
Figure 5, each MSI you deploy to your
Windows 7 desktops can be configured
to either automatically select a server
(where it simply finds a server running the
Update Service in the same AD site as the
client) or use the distribution server you
specify. To conserve bandwidth, use the
Time Range criterion to limit when the
application can be deployed.
Sidebar: deploying with system center
configuration manager If you are using
SCCM to deploy your applications, MSI
Studio with SCCM to automatically

Figure 4: Granularly deploy applications with Desktop Authority.
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aspects of an application that are
required to make it useful:
•

Figure 5: Distribution points can be
selected automatically or specified
manually.
publish MSI packages directly into SCCM,
as shown in Figure 6.

Step 3d:
make sure your applications work.
A final step in application deployment,
one that is usually not addressed, is to
make sure that users are able to actually
use the applications appropriately.
Consider the following supporting

File system or registry permission changes
—Often installs work fine because elevated
privileges are used, but the application fails
when a low-level user tried to run it.
• Post-installation registry or INI file tweaks
based on user location—If you have
roaming users, moving to another location
may require modifying the configuration
(e.g., a server UNC path) for the application
to function.
• Supporting drives, printers, desktop
shortcuts, etc.—Having the Payroll
application installed without granting access
to the Payroll database file and the Payroll
printer may not cut it.

To truly deploy an application, you also
need to deploy all of the supporting
aspects of the user’s desktop that enable
the application to function. You can start
with Microsoft’s Standard User Analyzer
(part of the Application
Compatibility Toolkit) to test for
permissions issues that may be keeping
an application from running. As you
can see in Figure 7, you can select an
application to test and then see which

Figure 6: MSI Studio publishes packages directly into SCCM
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A final step in
application
deployment is to
make sure that
users are able use
the applications
appropriately.

files, registry entries, INI files, etc. need
security changes in order for the
application to function.
Even with this information, you are faced
with how to implement the suggested
changes centrally—the SUA will suggest
changes only for the desktop machine
it is running on! The same issue applies
to the other types of configuration
changes required listed above (INI files,
drive mappings, shortcuts, etc). Desktop
Authority delivers comprehensive
coverage of every aspect of the desktop,
so you can centrally configure and
deploy all of the supporting settings to
the right desktops to ensure your users
can be productive, as shown in Figure 8:

Outlook profiles, Office settings, power
management and more. It is the sum
total of these and other settings that
make up a desktop. Without these
settings included as part of the migration,
user productivity will decrease and
helpdesk calls will increase rapidly.
To keep user productivity high without
sacrificing IT productivity, your user
settings migration will need to have the
following characteristics:
•

Step 4: migrate user settings

Beyond
application—specific
configuration
needs, think about
what makes up a
user’s desktop.

Requirements
It is not enough to image the OS
and deploy applications to the
desktop. Beyond application-specific
configuration needs, think about what
makes up a user’s desktop: security
policies, firewall settings, drive
mappings, shortcuts, registry tweaks,

•
•

Migrates all settings critical to the business
function—This has two parts. First, the
stuff that the user needs to work has to be
migrated. Second, things that are not critical
should be left behind; for example, a user’s
wallpaper of his dog is not critical to the
business, and therefore IT’s time (and the
company’s money) should not be spent to
move it.
Migrates centrally—You most definitely
should not be migrating users individually.
Manages the configuration well after the
migration—This is key to keeping each
desktop within the standard. If all you do
is move settings from an old desktop to
a Windows 7 desktop, you’ve lost control

Figure 7: Testing for application permissions issues with the Standard User Analyzer
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Figure 8: Ensuring applications are usable with Desktop Authority
of the configuration once the migration
is complete, and you’re back to one-off
configurations, sneakernet and lowered IT
productivity.

Migration tools
Microsoft’s User State Migration
Tool (USMT)
Microsoft provides the User State
Migration Tool (USMT), which is a
fancier version of the File and Settings
Transfer Wizard within Windows XP.
USMT allows you to centrally migrate
user settings, files, printers, etc. over
to a new Windows 7 machine. This tool
does not migrate every aspect of the
user’s desktop, but it is certainly a viable
tool for accomplishing a high percentage
of the tasks.
However, a solution like USMT will
require a lot of custom development (in
the form of editing XML files to define
what should and shouldn’t be migrated)
to preserve the standard environment.
You have a beautiful standardized
Windows 7 OS with standardized MSI
packages that are deployed in a defined
manner to only those users that require
them. If you add in the USMT data
without properly defining what needs
to be migrated (that is, you simply bring
everything over), you are going to dump
all the non-standard user settings form
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the old machine to the new, making the
new desktop a standard plus a bunch of
non-standard settings.
As long as you are willing to put in
the time, USMT provides tremendous
flexibility via modification to its XMLbased configuration files. For example,
if a specific registry key needs to be
migrated, the following code can be
added to a custom .xml file:
<migration urlid=”http://www.
microsoft.com/migration/1.0/
migxmlext/test”>
<component type=”Application”
context=”System”>
<displayName>Component to
migrate only registry value
string</displayName>
<role role=”Settings”>
<rules>
<include>
<objectSet>
<pattern
type=”Registry”>HKLM\Software\
Microsoft\Windows\Example</
pattern>
</objectSet>
</include>
</rules>
</role>
</component>
</migration>

USMT is flexible, but
requires a sizable
time investment
to migrate only
settings adhering to
your standardized
environment.

As you can see from the example of
including just one registry key, USMT
is flexible, but will require a significant
investment of time if you desire to
migrate only those settings that adhere
to your standardized environment.
Desktop Authority
Desktop Authority takes a completely
different approach to this problem:
essentially migrating the user’s settings
before you ever install a single copy of
Windows 7. Let’s first discuss what user
settings Desktop Authority is capable
of centrally managing, and then see
how they are applied in a Windows 7
migration.

Desktop Authority
enables you to
configure over
30 different aspects
of the user’s
desktop settings.

Configuration options
As Figure 9 shows, Desktop Authority
enables you to configure over 30
different aspects of the user’s desktop
settings using an easy-to-use graphical
interface. Each of these configuration
objects represents some part of
the user experience; in sum, they
make up the “user’s desktop”. Each
configuration object supports multiple

entries to facilitate different needs, with
each entry having its own validation
logic to designate the subset of your
organization’s population who should get
the configuration setting.
Migration strategy
Many migrations simply migrate each
user’s settings to their new desktop.
While this method is easy to do, it will
cause more work for you in the long
run, since all of the configuration data
will reside on the new desktop—and that
desktop only. Should there be an issue
with that new desktop (it crashes, the disk
dies, etc.), or the user needs to log into
the network from another floor, building,
etc., none of the user’s settings will be
accessible from another desktop, leaving
you with a tremendous amount of work
to get the user productive—you must
configure all their apps, settings, printers,
drive mappings, etc.—until they return to
their original desktop.
Desktop Authority offers a better
approach: the “migration” of user settings
happens before the OS migration. You
begin by centrally configuring your users’

Figure 9: Desktop Authority delivers comprehensive user settings management
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desktops in the tool, instead of tying a
user to a specific desktop. The desktop
essentially becomes an appliance; your
users can move freely from desktop to
desktop without needing to call you to
help set them up each time they move
to another machine. For example, when
users move from their XP
desktops to the newly installed Windows
7 desktops, they will simply log on and
their apps, settings, drive mappings,
printers, Outlook settings, IE settings,
Group Policies, security settings and
more will all be established for them.
Tool comparison
Table 1 lists the basic data sets that USMT
migrates to Windows 7. You’ll notice
that Desktop Authority, while supporting
each of the data sets, does not actually
migrate them. Instead it manages them
by creating a working environment that
facilitates long-term management of the
user’s desktop settings.
The first four data sets are addressed
via folder redirection. This is a more
proactive measure for true desktop
machines. Laptops will obviously need to
have the data migrated, which still gives
USMT viability within the migration. But

Data sets to
be migrated

Supported
by USMT?

for desktop machines, redirecting the
most important data sets to a server has
a few advantages:
•

•

Backups—Server-based data can be more
easily backed up with fewer desktop agents,
issues of desktops being turned off, etc.
Roaming users—Moving the data to a
server means that a user can sit anywhere
within the organization and access their
documents, settings, favorites, and more

Other settings are handled by establishing
a new standard. The idea is not to create
more work for you, but instead to set the
standard once within Desktop Authority,
and then no longer need to address the
issue. So for example, setting up the Start
Menu shortcuts for the new Windows 7
desktop Start menu, you’d simply and
quickly use Desktop Authority’s Shortcuts
object and create new shortcuts in each
of the locations required, as shown in
Figure 10.

Step 5: post-migration maintenance
Once your users are up and running,
your job isn’t over.

Continuing client support
You’ll need to continue supporting the
client as your users’ needs evolve. That
means tweaking configuration settings,

Supported by Desktop
Authority?

My Documents

Yes

Yes, via folder redirect to server

Desktop Files

Yes

Yes, via folder redirect to server

Favorites

Yes

Yes, via folder redirect to server

Start Menu

Yes

Re-established via new standard

“All Users” profile folders

Yes

Yes, via common folder redirect to server
or reestablished via new standard

Files (outside of My Documents)

Yes

Yes, via Copy Operations object

Access Control Lists

Yes

Re-established via permissions

Table 1: Data set migration support
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Desktop Authority
gives you a
centralized
place to manage
all of your user
configuration
settings.

deploying new software and software
updates, and more. Desktop Authority
is designed to make all of that easy by
giving you a centralized place to manage
all of those settings. ChangeBASE
also comes into play, helping you to
test applications and updates before
deploying them, so that you can assess
their compatibility and impact and
thereby avoid end user downtime.

Permissions management

Asset Manager
enables you
manage licenses
more effectively,
and provides
valuable asset
inventory
information.

You’ll also need to continue manage
your users’ use of their client computers.
In a perfect world, you could give your
users dumbed-down accounts from a
permissions perspective, giving them
relatively less ability to do damage.
But the world isn’t perfect, and some
applications or tasks will likely come
along that require elevated permissions.
Rather than permanently “powering up”
your users, Privilege Manager lets you
centrally given them the exact privileges

they need for the exact tasks that require
them, and then track that privilege use
to make sure it doesn’t turn into privilege
abuse.

Preparing for future upgrades

And before long, a new version of
Windows will be out, and the process
starts over. This time, you’ll be prepared,
with detailed hardware and software
asset and licensing information in
Asset Manager. It will enable you to
manage those licenses more effectively,
and provide valuable asset inventory
information so that you can make
smarter, timelier decisions about the next
software upgrade or OS migration.

Get the complete picture for
Windows 7 migration
Organizations often think of migrations
in three phases: pre-migration, migration,
and post-migration. Let’s map what
we’ve discussed so far into those three
phases.

Figure 10: Even shortcuts make up part of the new desktop standard with Dell.
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Pre-migration is where much of your work
will occur. A robust and complete premigration phase can mitigate and avoid all
of the common migration risks.
Identify the software and hardware that will
be migrated, and identify any that will need
upgraded. Asset Manager can help do this
by providing detailed reports tailored to this
exact need.
Test applications to discover compatibility
problems, using ChangeBASE’s ability to test
live applications and help highlight and even
mitigate incompatibilities.
Prepare applications for deployment by
packaging them with MSI Studio.
Develop new client configuration
standards by using Desktop Authority,
so that newly migrated computers
instantly fall into compliance.
Migration is where you’ll begin deployment,
utilizing the resources you’ve put into place
in the pre-migration phase.
Post-migration is where you manage
your client computers for the remainder
of their lifecycle.

•

•
•

•

Test application updates with ChangeBASE
to ensure compatibility and measure
potential impact.
Manage and secure the user , and deploy
software, with Desktop Authority.
Control and secure client computers with
Privilege Manager, enabling you to securely
deal with situations that require users to
have greater-than-normal privilege, without
giving them too much privilege.
Track software licenses and hardware assets
with Asset Manager.

With the right tools in place, you’ll
have an effective migration and an
effective ongoing lifecycle for your
client computers—giving you the
complete picture.
View more information about these
products, including trial downloads at
www.quest.com/user-workspace-management/

With the right tools
in place, you’ll
have an effective
migration and an
effective ongoing
lifecycle for client
computers.
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